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Pentz introduces the unit.

Haynes inffduces polymers which he divides into
two groups: 1 . addition polymers, and 2.
condensation polymers.

Haynes discusses addition polymers with the aid
of a molecular model.

Haynes briefly looks at some monomers which give
rise to polymers. Thet^molecular structure is
shown in a diagram.

Haynes adds an initiator to a test tube
containing dichlorostytfene (liquid). He places
the test tube in a water bath at 90 C.

Hill describes the substances which make up the
initiators for addition polymerisation. Each
has a very weak covalent bond.

Hill with the aid of a diagram explains how an
initiator- like a peroxide works. He shows that
free radicals with one free electr^o each are
formed.

A monomer, Carbon-Carbon, double bond molecule
shown on animated diagram. The diagram shows
how polymers are formed with the introduction
of a free radical. A long chain polymer mole-
cule results as there is always an unpaired
electors at the end of the chain. Only
introduction of another free radical will
produce a stable polymer molecule.

Hill briefly discusses the shape of polymer
molecules.
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Haynes removes the test tube of dichlorostyrene
and initiator from the bath. The
dichlorostyr.&ne has polymerized.

Haynes with a string (as a model) shows what a
5000 chain polymer would look like.

Hill takes up condensation polymers. As an
example he uses amino acids.
The amide bond and a polyamide (protein) are
shown on a diagram.
The polyamide nylon is shown on a diagram and
discussed.

Haynes gives a demonstration of the formation
of a nylon polymer:

A diamine is poured into a beaker containing
a di-acid chloride. The two liquids do not mix.
Nylon is polymerised at their interface. The
nylon is pulled out in a long stand and wound
on a coil.

Haynes discusses the relationship between the
physical properties of a polymer molecule and
its chemical structure.
Nylon is melted over a burner. A fibre is drawn
from the molten nylon and to demonstrate its
strength, a pair of scissors are suspended from .
it.

Haynes uses several stfAnds of beads as analogues
for nylon molecules to illustrate why nylon

. is so strong.

Haynes shows 2 varieties of propylene - stiff
and soft. Then,, with molecular models of each
variety, he shows why the physical properties
differ.

Excerpts from BP chemical film
"The world of PVC", showing:
A manual polymerisation unit.
An automated polymerisation unit.

Pigmentation of plastics in the
automated unit,
Manufacture of plastic bags,
p olyurathane foam, plastic
tj loves, pipes, plastic sheets.
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Pentz discusses some of the uses of plastics
and their advantages.
As examples he shows:

A Video tape
An Audio cassette
The home-kit microscope.

Pentz tells how plastics made the home kit
microscope possible.

Well. I think-

Pentz briefly takes up the problem of disposal of
unwanted plastic products.
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